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July Meetings Cancelled
Once again this may seem early, but it is necessary to make a decision about the
July 16 meeting in time for the July newsletter. As of today, June 28, 2020, Governor
Lee's guidelines allow for groups of up to fifty to meet, but they must observe social
distancing and wear masks. Most importantly, St. John United Methodist still has
not reopened and there have been no plans to reopen discussed yet. So we will
need to cancel our July 16, 2020 meeting. Again, reviewing the most recent Tennessee statistics, total cases, hospitalizations and deaths continue to rise in Tennessee. While there has not yet been a return to more stringent guidelines, I certainly
don't expect much easing of retractions in the near future. This is purely my personal interpretation and opinion and certainly not my wish. As always, the safety of all
of our members should remain the most important consideration. As seriously as I
take photography, at this time health and safety take precedence.
Don't give up on photography. This is a good time to be reading and watching photography educational materials. Learn new editing techniques, and re-edit some of
your favorite older images. Go out and do some exploring, either alone, with family
or in very small trusted groups. I've explored and found scenic barns in Middle TN,
Athens/Sweetwater area and Rhea and Meigs county, and a nice Rock City Barn on
Hwy 58. I have other friends doing great flower and bird photography. Even while
we aren't meeting in person or having PSC fieldtrips, keep your photography alive.
Mickey Rountree

Laugh a lot. A good sense of humor
cures almost all of life’s ills.
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PSC Committee Chairs
Boot Camp: Randy Ware
bootcamp@chattanoogaphoto.org
Camera Club Council of Tennessee
(3CT) Club Rep: Sally Edwards
3ctclubrep@chattanoogaphoto.org
Community Outreach: Patricia Wilkins
outreach@chattanoogaphoto.org
Contests-Quarterly and Annual:
Louann Smith
contest@chattanoogaphoto.org
Contest - SCIPE Coordinators:
Myra Reneau and Pat Gordy
SCIPE@chattanoogaphoto.org
Exhibitions: Milton McLain
exhibitions@chattanoogaphoto.org
Field Trips: Bruce Tatum
field-trips@chattanoogaphoto.org
Fundraising: Mary McLain
fundraising@chattanoogaphoto.org
Membership: Kathy Hamill
contact@chattanoogaphoto.org
Newsletter: Mary Jane Fish, Editor
editor@chattanoogaphoto.org
Programs: Bob Blevins
programs@chattanoogaphoto.org
PSA Competition - PID: Milton McLain
pid-competition@chattanoogaphoto.org
PSA Competition - ND: Bill Mueller
ndcompetition@chattanoogaphoto.org
PSA Club Representative: Milton McLain
psa-rep@chattanoogaphoto.org
Publicity: Karen Beisel
publicity@chattanoogaphoto.org
Sound Technician: Jim Mears
sound@chattanoogaphoto.org
Special Events: TBA
special-events@chattanoogaphoto.org
Website: Dave Reasons and David Temples
website@chattanoogaphoto.org
Webmaster: Dave Reasons and David Temples
webmaster@chattanoogaphoto.org
Workshops and Seminars: Bill Mueller
workshops@chattanoogaphoto.org
Youth Photography Showcase (YPS):
Pat Gordy
youthcontest@chattanoogaphoto.org
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Calendar of Events
July 2— 6:30 pm— Board Meeting
July 16— 6:00 pm—Bootcamp
July 16—7:00 pm—Monthly Meeting

New Members and Visitors
PSC welcomes all visitors and new members.
New members are invited to participate in all
PSC events and visitors are encouraged to
join PSC after three visits.

Visitors

New Members

Returning Member

PSC Membership
Pay your membership online through PayPal
www.chattanoogaphoto.org
Or by check ~ Mail check (payable to PSC) to PSC,
PO Box 8886, Chattanooga 37414
STUDENTS (FULL TIME) $15
SINGLE $30
FAMILY (SAME HOUSEHOLD) $40

Photo Field Trips
Photo Contest
Photo Workshops
Monthly Meetings and More!
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What’s New on the Web?

July 2020

In these days, when we are still mostly staying home, one of the photography-related
things we can do is to maintain our equipment. This tutorial, which was posted on
Mirrorless Rumors, is titled “The Best (and Worst) Ways To Clean Camera Lenses.”
https://www.mirrorlessrumors.com/the-best-and-worst-ways-to-clean-camera-lenses/

It seems like a lifetime ago when Richard Smith did his last Boot Camp on Lightroom,
where he went over how to use the powerful Range Mask Slider in Lightroom. It is a
tool I use on almost every image. This tutorial is by Chris O’Donnell and is posted on his web site CreativeRaw.com,
“Enhanced Processing with the Range Mask in Lightroom.”
https://creativeraw.com/enhanced-processing-with-the-range-mask-in-lightroom/

This one is a little different from what I usually post. I think what we are ultimately trying to do with our images is to elicit
an emotional response from our viewer. We want them to see and feel we saw and felt when we created the image.
Here’s a short tutorial from Nik Page titled “Mood – How I inject emotion into my Landscape Photography.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JczhJC8mVms

In past articles, I’ve linked to tutorials on how to change the color of things in Photoshop. Photoshop is still the best option for changing colors, but for simpler subjects, you can do it in Lightroom. In this tutorial, Jesus Ramirez from The Photoshop Training Channel teaches us “How To Change The Color of Anything in Lightroom” with a cool Adjustment Brush
trick.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0lCPsiCxShU&list=PL3bfN-31F9ReOdO3aXZxWEMjsBEf-JyRy

Here’s another interesting project to play with on some of your own images. Colin Smith of Photoshop Café shows us the
trick of “Turning Day To Night With Camera Raw.” While Colin uses Photoshop for this lesson, most of the adjustments
can be made in Lightroom since Camera Raw in Photoshop is exactly like the Develop Module in Lightroom.
https://photoshopcafe.com/change-day-night-camera-raw-lighting-photos-photoshop/

I’ll finish this month off with a series of tutorials that cover all the bases in Photoshop. There are 24 tutorials in the series,
all by Colin Smith. It’s called “Photoshop Basics, Photoshop Fundamentals.” Here’s a link to all the videos.
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLoyFEvCXqBkzBkKJj1kkxS6WZLFZAhp8x
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PSA Contest Awards!
By Milton McLain
Congratulations are in order for Larry Reneau. In the Interclub Projected Image Division contest representing
PSC, Larry has received both an Award of Merit ribbon and, now, the Best of the Best Ribbon award in Group D
for the End of Year 2019-2020 for his picture Charging Grizzly. Give Larry a hearty congratulations for a job well
done!

Larry’s picture will appear on the PSA website under division contest winners. The next season of Interclub contests will begin in the Fall, date to be announced. It’s a great opportunity to challenge yourself in a club contest.

Photographic Society of America
eNews - Fraud Alert
June 9, 2020

FRAUD ALERT
Please be suspicious of any emails requesting gift cards for donations to any organizations or individuals, supposedly sent from PSA President, Elena
McTighe. These are fraudulent requests and should be deleted from your computer. If you have any questions please contact PSA. PresPSA@psa-photo.org
The Contact Sheet – Volume 70 – Issue 7
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Photography Basics—Four Image Edits Part 2
By MIckey Rountree
This is the second article of my series, where four photographers submit an image, and it is edited by all four.
My fellow photographers for this project are Bob Copeland, Bill Mueller, and Richard Smith.
For this second image by Bill Mueller, once again, everyone is limited to editing in Lightroom only.
Bill created a DNG HDR in Lightroom but then exported it as a TIFF, so it doesn't have the ability to use color
profiles, and it doesn't have the full dynamic range of an HDR DNG. This is the completely unedited image, so
there is only minimal sharpening applied and no other changes. Notice that the histogram shows an image with
exposure almost all the way to the right with no clipped highlights, but some blocked up dark shadows. The
blocked up shadows are shown in blue on this image from Lightroom. We'll see if we can fix those.
Original Image

My Edit
Global Adjustments

I increased the overall exposure to +0.80 to brighten the rocks and open up the shadows. I increased Contrast
to +31, Highlights to -62, Shadows to +90, whites to -2 and blacks to -7. There are still some totally black shadows, but they are small and appropriate to the image. I could remove them entirely by increasing the shadows
to +100, but that seemed a bit flat and unnatural to me. Since Bill sent this as a TIFF, I could not apply a lens
profile, but I did check "remove chromatic aberration."
Also, because this was a TIFF, I could not apply a camera matching color profile. The image feels a bit magenta, but there was a lot of magenta in the sky that morning, and some of the rocks have a natural pink tint. Trying to color balance using the rocks as a gray point produced a noticeably green image. The feel of the morning was better represented by leaving the color balance alone.
I added +33 Clarity, +20 Vibrance, and +12 Saturation. I sharpened with my typical scenic sharpening settings
of amount 60, Radius 0.8, and Detail 35 with no masking.

I used the level tool in the cropping panel to make a minor correction to level the horizon.
The Contact Sheet – Volume 70 – Issue 7
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Local Adjustments

For the sky, I used a graduated filter with Exposure –0.9, Highlights -20, and Texture +35 to bring out the clouds
a bit. I used the color range mask to limit the adjustment to the sky and not the land on the left.
I used the adjustment brush and painted over the rocks with Texture 100, Clarity 40, to bring out detail in the
rocks. This seemed to darken the shadows, so I also increased shadows to+50.
I cropped from the left and top to remove the limbs coming in from the left, and to get the horizon line further
from the center.
As a final touch, I used a new large, soft adjustment brush set to -1.0 and darkened down the lower corners, and
a bit of the bottom center, to help pull attention up toward the center of the image. I used the adjustment brush
because using a vignette would have darkened the corners of the sky, which I don't like to do.
If I could use Photoshop, I would probably remove the branch protruding from the left, but Lightroom's spot removal tool couldn't come close to removing it.

My Final Edit (#1)

My Edit Part 2
Bill originally sent a TIFF allowing us to look at the difference in a Lightroom HDR DNG compared to the TIFF.
The first Image Bill sent was a TIFF of the HDR created in Lightroom, but not the actual DNG file. It did not have
the broad dynamic range of the DNG, so he re-sent the three original raw files, and I created an HDR DNG in
Lightroom. When I opened this, the larger dynamic range was immediately apparent because there was no clipping at all in the shadows. And I had a much larger range of adjustments possible as well as the ability to
change color profiles. Here is the HDR DNG with no editing, and you can see there is no highlight or shadow
clipping.
Continued on Page 8
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Global Adjustments
I increased the overall exposure
to +0.80 to brighten the rocks and
open up the shadows. I changed
the Contrast to +33, Highlights to
-77, Shadows to +74, Whites to
+21, and Blacks to -15. At this
point, there are no clipped highlights or shadows. I could not find
a lens profile to apply, but I did
check "remove chromatic aberration."
I changed the color from Adobe
Color to Adobe Landscape, and this made a big difference in the image. I added +33 Clarity, +20 Vibrance, and
+12 Saturation. I sharpened with my typical scenic sharpening settings of amount 60, Radius 0.8, and detail 35
with no masking.
I used the level tool in the cropping panel to make a very minor correction to level the horizon.
Local Adjustments
For the sky, I used a graduated filter with exposure –0.8, highlights -15, and Texture +40 to bring out the clouds
a bit. I used the color range mask to limit the adjustment to the sky and not the land on the left.
I used the adjustment brush and painted over the rocks with Texture 100, Clarity 40, to really bring out detail in
the rocks. This seemed to darken the shadows, so I also increased shadows to +50.
I cropped from the left and top to remove the limbs coming in from the left, and to get the horizon line further
from the center.
As a final touch, I used a new large, soft adjustment brush set to -1.0 and darkened the lower corners, and a bit
of the bottom center, to help pull attention up toward the center of the image. I used the adjustment brush because using a vignette would have darkened the corners of the sky, which I don't like to do.
If I could use Photoshop, I would probably remove the branch protruding from the left, but Lightroom's spot removal tool couldn't come close to removing it.
So here is my second final edit. I prefer it to the first image because I was able to change color profiles, and I
started with an image that did
not have blocked up shadows.
Whether it was the landscape
color profile or the HDR DNG
file vs. a TIFF file, the colors
are much more pleasing to
me.
My Final Edit(#2)
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Bill Mueller's edit in his words

Global Adjustments
This image was a set of three shots taken at three different exposure settings: as metered, two stops overexposed, and two stops underexposed. They were merged to HDR in Lightroom. The Lightroom HDR merge gives
you all the dynamic range of HDR without the Harry Potter look that's typically associated with HDR. To give you
a specific example, if you take one of the individual images and adjust the Exposure slider, you have a range of
+ or - 5. With the HDR image, you have a range of + or - 10.

As always, the first thing I did was to straighten the horizon using the Transform adjustment and check the Chromatic Aberration and Profile Correction boxes in the Lens Corrections section. Then it's back to the Basic Panel
to set up the image. I adjusted the Whites and Blacks moving their respective sliders to +52 and +21. I dropped
the Highlights to -100 and increased the Shadows to +100. I also pumped up the Contrast to +50. Next, I moved
to the Tone Curve and set it for Medium Contrast.
Local Adjustments
My next area to work on was the sky. I wanted to darken that sunrise up a little bit. I used the Gradient tool and
started the gradient at the horizon and dropped it to the edge of the water. I used a Luminance mask with a
range adjustment to mask out the rocks, trees, and islands from the adjustment. I then dropped the exposure by
¾ of a stop, added 20 points of Clarity and 10 points of Dehaze. Finally, I added about 40 points of Contrast.
Remember, we're just working on the sky here; everything else is masked out.
Now we'll move on to the rocks. I drew another gradient, but this time I started at the water's edge and drew up
past the Tree branch at the top. I used another Luminance mask with a range adjustment to mask out the sky
and water. First, I moved the Tint slider to –100 to remove all the magenta from the rocks. I increased the exposure by +1; I increased the highlights by 39 and upped the shadows to 52. Because they were rocks and trees, I
raised the Texture to 72, upped clarity to 61, and added 15 points of Dehaze. Finally, I noticed a little noise showing up in the rocks, so I increased Noise to 24. I wanted to increase the brightest areas of the trees and rocks, so
I drew another gradient, this time starting at the water's edge but only going up to the edge of the rocks. Using a
Luminance mask, I adjusted the range so that everything but the bright tips of the trees and the brightest tops of
the rocks were masked
out. I increased the exposure by +2.
There seemed to be a
little teal color tint in the
rocks, so I went to the
HSL panel and reduced
the Aqua saturation by
100 and the Blue by 40.
To finish, I went to the
Effects Panel and added
a Vignette in the amount
of -10. Then in the detail
panel, I added sharpening by increasing the
Masking to 199 (this eliminates any sharpening in
the sky) and the amount
to 63.
Bill's Final edit

Continue on Page 10
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Richard Smith's Edit in his words
Even though Bill provided three brackets, I decided not to create an HDR file, but just work on the normal exposure.
Global Adjustments
Lens Correction
I checked the boxes for Remove Chromatic Aberration and Enable Profile Correction.
Bill shoots with an Olympus camera, but that was not listed on the drop-down menu, so I went with Built-in.
Transform
I checked Auto to make sure the horizon was level.
Crop
One of the most important decisions a photographer makes is what to include within the frame. In this case, I
made significant crops in from the left and up from the bottom. To me, the subject of this image is the predawn
sky, particularly near the horizon. The rocks provide foreground interest, an essential supporting element in this
image. Cropping benefits the image in two ways: 1) It simplifies the image and 2) It makes the two most important elements in the image (i.e., where the sun would rise and the rocks) larger and, therefore, more predominant. I decided to crop to a 16 x 9 aspect ratio, with the brightest spot on the horizon off-centered to the right,
giving this landscape image a panoramic effect that works well.
I thought the trees on the left were a distraction, drawing attention from the two most important elements in the
image. I considered removing the trees using the Spot Removal tool, but I was not able to get a good match
from the water background using either the Clone or Heal options. Removal of distractions is one area where I
think Photoshop is superior to Lightroom. In Photoshop, the intruding trees could have been easily removed,
using either the Healing Brush of Content-Aware. Not having those tools was another reason to crop this image
from the left.

These adjustments affect the entire image. When I first began using Lightroom, most of the adjustments to my
images were of the global type. As time passed and I became more experienced with Lightroom, and as the
program itself evolved, I have shifted to mostly local adjustments in editing my images. One global adjustment I
still do is setting my white and black points. Usually, I do this by holding down the Option key (Alt on a PC),
clicking on the Whites cursor, and moving it to the right until I see clipping on the right side and then moving the
cursor back to the left until the clipping is gone. I then hold down the Option (Alt) key again and click on
the Blacks cursor and move it to the left until I see clipping on the left. I may allow a little clipping of the Blacks to
remain if I think it helps the image.
In this image, however, I employed an alternative way to set the black and white points that is often more effective with landscape images. I simply moved the Highlights slider to -100, and the Shadows slider to +100. I then
used the Whites and Blacks sliders as a finishing tool to make smaller adjustments. That was it for global adjustments.
Local Adjustments
In this image, three areas required different adjustment schemes
Sky
I first applied a Graduated Filter to select the sky. Because the sky was significantly brighter than the water, I
used a Luminosity Range Mask to assist in making a more exact separation of the sky from the water.
The Dehaze slider does a good job of bringing out detail in clouds, so I set it at +20. Because I consider sunrises to be cool and sunsets to be warm, I moved the Temperature Slider to the left towards the blue range at -15.
To bring out more of the magenta in the sky, I moved the Tint Slider to the right +18. Next, I switched to
the Brush Tool and made two passes with the brush overlapping the orange and yellow parts of the sky at the
horizon level and then moved the Texture Slider to the right to +23 to show the detail in the bottom of clouds
being illuminated by the sun just below the horizon. I used the Brush Tool again; first, clicking on New so that
my adjustments at the horizon would be unaffected by the further application of this tool. Then I made two passThe Contact Sheet – Volume 70 – Issue 7
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es with the brush tool across the sky at the top of the image and moved the Temperature slider to -32,
the Dehaze slider to +13, and the Clarity slider to +18 to further modify that area of the image.
The brilliance of the colors in sunrises and sunsets make them tricky subjects. They are easy to oversaturate,
which makes them look fake. Not enough saturation, however, can make it seem that it wasn't worth getting out
of bed early to get the shot. The luminance and hue of the colors also play an important role. Here I went into the
HSL/Color panel and made adjustments to the hue, luminance, and saturation levels of the red, orange, blue,
and magenta colors. I then went to bed, got up the next morning, and proceeded to change everything I had
done the night before. At some point, you have to say enough! If you have Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder
(OCD), this could be a real danger area.
Water
I first painted the water with the Brush Tool and then applied a Color Range Mask to complete a precise selection
of the area. I then used the sliders in the Brush Tool Panel to make the following adjustments: Temperature
(-13), Highlights (+36), Shadows (-30), Whites (+30), Blacks (-30), Texture (+30), Clarity (+20), Sharpness
(-35). These were purely subjective choices (because it felt right). If I started over again, I doubt the specific values would be the same. On close inspection, there were some objects in the water that was probably waterfowl
of some kind. Since these objects were not clear, and since this image is not about birds, I used the Spot Removal Tool to eliminate them.
Rocks
Coming up from the bottom, I applied a Graduated Filter to the rocks. Including all of the rocks in the selection
meant that some areas of the water were also selected. I used the Luminance Range Mask to create a mask that
precisely excluded the brighter water from the darker rocks. I was aggressive in applying Texture (+83)
and Clarity (+43) to the rocks. I increased Shadows (+21) and decreased Temperature (-13). I did not want the
reflected color in the rocks to compete with the color of the sky, so I decided to completely desaturate them, moving the Saturation slider left to -100. I then added Sharpness (+30).
Finishing Adjustments

Sharpening
In the Detail Panel, I set Amount at 70, Radius at 1.0, Detail at 25, and Masking at 57. In Noise Reduction, I set
the Luminance at 10.
Vignette
In the Effects Panel, I set the Amount at -11. Why? Because Scott Kelby told me to do that.
Richard's Final edit

Continued on page 12
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Bob Copeland's edit in his words
Global Adjustments
I chose to work on the single normal exposure. After opening the image in Lightroom, I decided that the sky
should be darker and the foreground rocks lighter. I would also need to crop into the image for a tighter look.
Since I print my own images, I knew I would need full coverage in the histogram with no clipping. I want printable
details in both shadows and highlights. I adjusted the white and black points to eliminate clipped highlights or
shadows. The image now looks light in the sky and still dark in the foreground.
I added 8 points of Clarity and 15 points of Dehaze to add Contrast. I then added 11 points of sharpening.
Finally, I cropped off the left side to remove most of the tree branches. I cropped both the top, bottom, and right
side moving the horizon to a 1/3 and eliminating some foreground and left side.
Local Adjustments
I used a graduated filter to darken the sky and a graduated filter to lighten the foreground.
Bob's Final Edit

Some closing thoughts
We all edited this picture more consistently than the first, but you can see we all had a slightly different final look
and took different paths to get there.
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How I Spent My Staycation
Bill Mueller

Here’s a couple of barns we shot
driving out Hwy 64 and a couple of
places in the town of Bell Buckle.
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Five Students from 2020 PSC's Youth Photography Showcase Placed at PSA
Others Also Selected for Exhibition

By Pat Gordy, APSA
The Photographic Society of Chattanooga’s Youth Photography Showcase (YPS) Committee is excited to announce that it had five students who placed at the Photographic Society of America level of 2020 YPS and 23
others that were accepted in to the exhibit. PSC is especially thrilled that Noemi Moreno, a graduating senior
from Bradley Central High School, earned not only First Place in Color Choice Category for her digital entry entitled “Contemplation,” but she also took Best of Show in the Digital Section of the contest. Noemi will receive a
cash prize of $350, a youth membership in PSA, plus she will be featured with other winners in an issue of the
PSA Journal and on the PSA website.
In addition, Ellie Smith, a student at Baylor School, took 3rd Place in two categories, People/Animals and Photojournalism.in the Digital Division. Ellie also had two prints with acceptances. Third places receive $25. An Honorable Mention in Monochrome Choice, Digital Division, was received by Maggie Wilkerson of Chattanooga
High Center for Creative Arts. All award winners will be given a student membership in PSA which includes receiving the PSA Journal by e-mail.
All students with PSA exhibited images will receive a Certificate of Participation and a souvenir Showcase booklet. Each teacher, PSA Sponsor, and Sponsor Representative will also receive a copy of the booklet.
According to Kathy Braun, the PSA Youth Photography Showcase Director, there were over 700 entries this
year from host photography clubs from as far away as Abu Dhabi, even with the pandemic.
.
In addition, the below Chattanooga area students' images were accepted. Congratulations to all of them!
PRINT ACCEPTANCES
Baylor School
Architecture - PARIS APARTMENT by Ellie Smith
Scapes - LAKE QUILOTOA by Carlisle Allen
Monochrome Choice - CAMARGUE HORSE by Ellie Smith
Boyd Buchanan School
Architecture - ST. ANDREWS CATHEDRAL by Nick Floied
Monochrome Choice - BIG BEAN by Kierstin Wade

DIGITAL AWARDS

1st in Color Choice and BEST OF SHOW in
Projected Entries
CONTEMPLATION by Noemi Moreno (Bradley Central)
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3rd in People/Animals - WHITE HORSE by Ellie Smith
(Baylor)

3rd in PHOTOJOURNALISM - JOCKEYS by Ellie Smith
(Baylor)

HM in Monochrome Choice - SEARCHING by Maggie Wilkinson (Center for Creative Arts)
DIGITAL ACCEPTANCES
Baylor School
Scapes - JULY IN ECUADOR by Carlisle Allen
Boyd Buchanan School
Architecture - ST. AUGUSTINE PIER by Kierstin Wade
Scapes - GOODNIGHT CHICAGO by Evan Pirtle
Photojournalism - DRUMMING FOR DOLLARS by Presley Williamson
Color Choice - DECAYING by Alyssa Jones
Color Choice - INTO THE FOREST by Riley O’Donald
Bradley Central HS
Scapes - FOOTPRINTS TO PARADISE by Destiny Rice
Photojournalism - LIGHTS SHINE BRIGHT by Miriam Navarrete
Photojournalism - BEAUTIFUL DAY by Miriam Navarrete
Chattanooga Center for the Creative Arts
Scapes - SNOW IN JULY by Alexander Newton
Photojournalism - A MOMENT OF SILENCE by Alexander Newton
Chattanooga School for the Arts and Sciences
Scapes - SAN LORENZO BY DAY by Gabriela Alexander
Girls Preparatory School
Monochrome Choice - ALL IN THE EYES by Ruchika Rathi
Grace Baptist Academy
People/Animals - HORIZON by Mayia Banks
Monochrome Choice -12 YEARS by Mayia Banks
Notre Dame HS
People/Animals - LAW MAN by Dru Schenk
Silverdale Baptist Academy
People/Animals - LITTLE GIRL LEAVES by Jaycee Rogers
Color Choice - BALLER by Hannah Corwine
The Contact Sheet – Volume 70 – Issue 7
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My Favorite Place — “Road Trip U”
By Karen L. Beisel
With my work the last 20+ years, I’ve always been happy to just have some free time to go out and shoot. I’ve
never been particular about where I get to shoot, which is probably why road trips have become my favorite
“place” to photograph. Vacations have always been the only time I could really turn my mind off to what I had
to deal with at work, and just enjoy the experience and beauty of my surroundings. For me, there’s nothing
quite like loading up the car, cranking up the tunes and hitting the road for an adventure.

Maine Reflections
Aerial Lift Bridge

Maine Lobster Boats
Teddy’s Park

Gettysburg and Badlands
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Mt Rushmore
Maine Lobster Boats
I enjoy the planning of the trip almost as much as I enjoy the actual trip, particularly since I only get to do one
every 3 years or so. I do my best to make sure I maximize the experience by doing a LOT of research beforehand. Everything from weather, access and sights to see can affect the trip. I study everything, so by the time
I’m ready to hit the road, I have every day planned out for sights to see and stops to make.

Sacred White Bison

Woodford State Park

Road Trippers

Sand Beach Splash

As a AAA member, I also have my TripTiks
maps with any road construction delays, rest
stops, road side attractions and hotel reservations marked. Everything is in my ring binder
ready for my adventure, and the Garmin is updated and charged up. As a single traveler, I
also make sure my parents have a copy of my
itinerary, and I check in with them at the end of
every day. Better to be safe.

Doubleday Field
The Contact Sheet – Volume 70 – Issue 7
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How I Spent My Staycation
Mary Jane Fish

Since the stay-at-home decree was declared, the community center in our neighborhood has been closed. That
means water exercise classes (or other exercises) were not available for Martin and me. We decided to take
walks around the neighborhood to get our exercise. There are several ponds available on our walks.
I have called this the Story of the Duck and the Geese.
One day in April we stopped to take a rest on a bench overlooking one of the ponds. We were lucky enough to
see some amazing activities between the duck and geese on the pond.
At first there was one lonely duck swimming around the pond. It was quite peaceful to watch. Then two geese
flew in to join him. They were minding their own business when the duck decided he didn’t like having others disturb his peace. He began chasing one of the geese. Since I cannot tell the sex of geese, I am not sure why he
picked on this particular one.

As he closed in on his prey, the goose tried to outswim him but the duck was catching up.

The goose started to fly away.

This scenario continued. The two birds connected until the goose again tried to swim away to safety.
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“Yeah! I got away,” says the goose. Everything seems to have quieted down.

Here we go again. “Why won’t he stop attacking me?” The second goose seems to be trying to stop the duck
attack.

But then the second goose falls back, deciding it was too much effort to help his fellow goose. I guess the only
way out is to take flight.

Everyone quieted down for a moment or two, but then the duck decided to try again.

…
Continued on page 20
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Here we go again. Duck declares himself King of the Pond.

Now both geese struggle with the duck. And what a scramble it was.

One goose has given up the fight. But the duck still pursues it.

The last we see of this goose is him/her running across the water to escape the duck. What a wonderful way to
spend the afternoon!!

Watching Wildlife!
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Of Interest to Photographers
This item will contain articles about photography workshops, contests and exhibits, as well as
photography events or places of particular interest to photographers.
Please send me images and a brief description of how you spent your Staycation period.

2020 Audubon Society Photography Contest
Calling all local photographers! The 1st Annual Chattanooga Audubon Society Photo Contest runs April 1 through
July 31, 2020. All winners will be featured in the CAS 2021
wall calendar to be published in the late fall 2020.
Entry Fee: $10 for up to 3 photos (unlimited entries)
All photos must be taken within a 40-mile radius of
Maclellan Island in downtown Chattanooga.
Additional Information at https://
chattaudubon.typeform.com/to/DC9VE0
Hello dear friends,
We have a call out specifically for photographers again.

Arts at Erlanger

We have a been asked to place art in the Erlanger East Gastroenterology Suite 101.

The clinic is looking for two different things.
The waiting rooms and corridors have really large walls that can take vista-like visions.
We are looking for horizontal images of animals in beautiful backgrounds. Things like domestic animals, e.g.
horses, or wild animals like giraffes or even birds or fish in large groups with beautiful backgrounds to boot.
There are three images going in the main waiting room that I would love to see be in the same scheme (all fish,
all safari). The other waiting area has two large pictures that would be nice to be similar too.
There are four others in the corridors that can be individual group animal images.
All of these pictures need to be mostly horizontal. If you have an absolutely fantastic image that's a vertical shot,
share it with me too. These images will be blown up into canvas that are 4 to 5 feet in width, so be sure and pick
very very clean and sharp images to submit, please. We can be flexible!
The next part is kind of fun and it's also to add levity to the clinic.

In the exam rooms we'd like images of the back end of animals and mouth open images of animals too.
We know how anxious people get when they are in to see a gastroenterologist and want to break the tension a
little bit and get them talking about the clinic that has animal butts for pictures!
These pictures need to be mostly vertical images. Again if you have a fantastic shot but it's a horizontal, send it
to me anyway. There are some rooms where we can fit them in.
Please send your images in low res jpegs to armenuban@gmail.com . We need to limit it to 10 images per person. Please add your last name to the jpeg title for me please. When the management in the clinic pick their images, we'll have you send the tiffs to Art Warehouse for production.
Please get these images to us by Friday, July 17.
Thank you so much for sharing your incredible talent!
-Martica Lambiase
Co-chair, Arts at Erlanger
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Photographing High Key Flowers in the Studio
Mickey Rountree

Here are two quick high key setups for photographing translucent flowers in the studio. I used irises from my
yard, but any delicate, translucent flower would work. First, a quick definition of "high key" is an image that is
almost entirely very bright with very little or no dark shadows present. Each of these setups took less than five
minutes to create, yet they give a unique look. I've said it before, but I am not really a flower photographer, so if
I can do this, anyone can.
My first setup had the flower positioned in front of a softbox. This was both the background and a strong backlight, which showed off the delicate transparency of the flower. To add some light to the front of the flower, I
used a silver reflector close to the flower and as close as possible to my camera. I used a Canon 5D Mark IV
and a 100mm macro lens and shot at f/16 for depth of field. I misted the flower with a small spray bottle for extra texture and interest.
If you don't have a softbox, you could hang a white shower curtain liner and light it with a Speedlite or even
place it over a window. You could use a white card as a reflector, or cover it with crumpled tin foil for a brighter
fill. If you use the window, be sure to use a tripod since your shutter speed will be much longer than the duration of the flash that I used.

And below are the results I achieved with this simple setup.
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For the mirrored image, I laid two flowers on a Plexiglas mirror. Finding a Plexiglas might be the hardest part of
this setup. I've had mine for over 20 years, and the plastics company in town where I bought mine is no longer in
business.
I used small clamps to position and hold the blooms in place. Once again, I used my spray bottle to mist the
flowers. My background was white seamless paper, evenly lit with two umbrella soft boxes. Again, the shower
curtain liner over a large window would give a similar white background. My main light was from almost straight
over the flowers. I used a beauty dish with a diffuser, but any small softbox or even a white shoot-through umbrella would work. I shot from a low angle, so my main light would not show in the image.
Once again, I used my Canon 5D Mark IV and a 100mm macro lens and shot at f/16 for depth of field.

And here is one of the mirrored shots.

These images were processed in Lightroom only. If you adjust your lighting, composition, and exposure carefully
as you shoot, you will not need to do any advanced processing in Photoshop.
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My Favorite Places, Today
Jim Pierson

We’ve all been asked to contribute to the club’s monthly newsletter, The Contact Sheet. Here is my contribution.
Where is my favorite place to photograph? I honestly, do not have a set answer for this. I could be trite and say,
“Wherever I am.” One of my reasons for moving to the Chattanooga area is the abundance of landscape photographic locations. We’re all pretty much aware of what and where they are.
Today, in my late 70’s, mobility has become a major consideration in my choices of landscape areas to attempt
to photograph. What just ten years ago was a simple hike to a water fall is now not an option. I have to really cull
out the locations based upon the “getting there.” With that in mind here are a few of my “favorite photographic”
locations.
One of my top locations is Bald River Falls. NO MAJOR HIKING, as you can see from this image. You can photograph it from the window of your car. This fall is very photogenic, no matter the season.

Winter

Fall
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Any time you want to photograph a water fall all you need to do is get in your vehicle and drive to this fall. You’ll
be able to, using good photographical techniques, get a very nice water fall image without a difficult hike.
Another primary reason for photographing Bald River Falls is that less than a mile away, on the same road is
Baby Falls. Again, no hiking involved. I took this image standing beside the road.
Not far from these waterfalls is the Cherohala Skyway, a beautiful drive for a landscape photographer.

Continue on Page 26
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Another water fall I enjoy photographing is Twin Falls. May be photographed from a viewing platform next to the
parking lot or the photographer can wander down a path that is not very strenuous to get different views/angles
of the falls. Just as an FYI, the water does not flow over an edge but flows through cracks in the side of the
ridge.

I actually prefer photographing here in the summer as opposed to the fall. In my experience the changing of the
colors does not enhance this image. I like the greens here.
No one ever accused me of being too bright. With some of my co-members if this club I’ve been known to venture into places that no one of my age, in their right mind, would ever attempt. Greeter Falls is an example of
that. Nice water fall and splash pool, nice down stream photographic areas; But, the hike into the falls area is a
killer for old folks like me. There is no path per se just rocks and boulders to climb over going down and back.
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So what am I attempting to really do with this article? What are my favorite places to photograph today? Landscape locations that I can physically get to. And that depends upon the day and location.
There are many, many, places that one can photograph that do not require major hikes.

Some other easy accessed locations include but not limited to:
Summerville steam train
Activities along the Tennessee River, i.e Head of the Hooch
Streets/building of Chattanooga or any city/town you happen to in
Bridges ( I especially enjoy night time)
Museums, Aquariums
Fly-ins (look it up) they occur year round.
Parades
Many, many more.
Enjoy the ones you can handle, enjoy the images of others of those locations you can not get to. I know I do.

FOR SALE:

Canon 200-400 F4 lens with internal 1.4 extender.
Excellent Condition
Price Includes Realtree LensCoat cover.
$4,500
Compare new at B&H for $10,999.
Serious Inquiries:
Contact Donna Bourdon
sonofabask@aol.com
423 280-6019
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Monthly Meeting Information

PSC Board Members
Officers
President Mickey Rountree 423-842-4389
president@chattanoogaphoto.org
Pres-Elect: Bob Blevins
423-718-8123
president-elect@chattanoogaphoto.org
Secretary: Ed Laughlin
423 894 6986
secretary@chattanoogaphoto.org
Treasurer: Mary McLain
423-344-5643
treasurer@chattanoogaphoto.org
Directors
Nick Stangarone (‘22)
423-762-2448 nick@chattanoogaphoto.org
Louann Smith
(‘22) 423-605-0605 louann@chattanoogaphoto.org
Lynn Petty
(‘22) 423-653-3453 lynn@chattanoogaphoto.org
Joseph Cooper (’21) 423-290-3570 joseph@chattanoogaphoto.org
Dave Reason
(’21) 256-443-1969
dave@chattanoogaphoto.org
Mary Jane Fish (’21) 423-803-6467 maryj@chattanoogaphoto.org
Randy Ware
(’20) 706-270-2985 randy@chattanoogaphoto.org
Bill Mueller
(’20)
423-504-4026
shooter@gate.net
Latta Johnston
(‘20)
423-238-6871
latta@chattanoogaphoto.org
Webmaster: Dave Reasons & David Temples webmaster@chattanoogaphoto.org
Editor: Mary Jane Fish
editor@chattanoogaphoto.org
Website
www.chattanoogaphoto.org
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/chattanoogaphoto
Twitter
https://twitter.com/ChattanoogaFoto

Day:

3rd Thursday Each Month

Time: 6:00 PM, Boot Camp
6:30 PM, Registration & Social
7:00 PM, Meeting & Program
St. John United Methodist Church
CAC
3921 Murray Hills Drive
Directions: Exit Hwy 153 onto Hwy 58 North.
Turn left at the first traffic light onto Murray Hills
Drive. Entrance to the church is on the right.
PSC will meet in the CAC (gymnasium) ground
level entrance immediately in front of you. Parking surrounds the church; however other entrances will normally be locked.

The Photographic Society of Chattanooga holds
club membership in the Photographic Society of
America, ArtsBuild Chattanooga, Camera Club
Council of Tennessee (3CT), and the North
Georgia Camera Club Council (NG3C).

A 501(c)(3)Organization

Chattanooga, TN 37414
PO Box 8886
Photographic Society of Chattanooga
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